Multicoordinate driven method for approximating enzymatic reaction paths: automatic definition of the reaction coordinate using a subset of chemical coordinates.
We present a generalization of the reaction coordinate driven method to find reaction paths and transition states for complicated chemical processes, especially enzymatic reactions. The method is based on the definition of a subset of chemical coordinates; it is simple, robust, and suitable to calculate one or more alternative pathways, intermediate minima, and transition-state geometries. Though the results are approximate and the computational cost is relatively high, the method works for large systems, where others often fail. It also works when a certain reaction path competes with others having a lower energy barrier. Accordingly, the procedure is appropriate to test hypothetical reaction mechanisms for complicated systems and provides good initial guesses for more accurate methods. We present tests on a number of simple reactions and on several complicated chemical transformations and compare the results with those obtained by other methods. Calculation of the reaction path for the enzymatic hydrolysis of the substrate by dUTPase for an active-site model with 85 atoms, including several loosely bound water molecules, indicates that the method is feasible for the study of enzyme mechanisms.